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ASSAF WING OPENS ITS' DOORS TO NINE NEW
CLASSROOMS AND A MODERN, DECO LOOK

of T1ze Pulse
Student Run
Newspaper:

By: Velda Albuquerque
Editor In Chief
·
On N~vember 15.
1995, the ribbon cutting
ceremony for the new
ASSAF wing will take
place. After eight months
of intensive construction
by the Garetts/Walbridge
C
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August 1 . 1995. This new
acquisition created nine
new classrooms. The entire
building went through
changes to update safety
procedures and uplift the
buildings' appearance.
"The classrooms
had all new ceilings as
well as new lights. A fire
sprinkler system was
installed in the whole
building. All classrooms
received new doors and the
building was repainted."
said Greg Malfitano, Vice
President for
Administration and
Student Services.
The nine new
rooms built in the
Sensormatic wing are all
classrooms. No particular
department will be meeting
in those rooms, According
to Malfitano, "All
divisions of the university
will share the use of those
nine classrooms."
When Malfitano
was asked to express his

feelings toward ASSAF as
a whole. "It is great! We
certainly needed the
additional classrooms for
several years. We added
nine new classrooms
during this and last
summer as \-\C I as the
addition of three rooms to
the Ritter building. We are
happy to be able to meet
the need for more
classrooms."
With the new
rooms the whole building
had to be renumbered, and
went through inspections,
such as the fire department,
to meet code on the
building and the city's
safety requirements.
A ceremony and
reception are being
planned for the ribbon
cutting. Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald ASSAF and
representatives from the
Sensormatic Corporation
are expected to be among
the invited guests. The
finishing arrangements f?r
the ceremony are being
finalized. Student
organizations such as the
Knights of the Roundtable,
Student Government and
Gree)<.s are exnected to put
in an appearance to
represent the Lynn
University student body.
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STUDENT LIFE · SECTION
for the Basketball season. At midnight the
basketball players come out to show us their
stuff. The basketball teams need the support
of the stuent body. So this is a perfect
opportunity for you crazy fans to show your
" stuff ", as far as true spirit is concerned. So
get motivated and make plans to go with all
your buddies and hear the crowd get R.O.W.D.Y.
Besides the Cheerleaders assisting Chris
and John from Student Activities, Lynn's
very own campus radio station, WL YN 96.1
will also help with promoting and
announcing the events. This a night you
don't want to miss so come out and join the
crowd. Make Midnight Madness 95' one to
remember.
The tentative schedule is as follows:
*9:00 PM - 10:30 PM
3/3 Basketball tournament:
I st place-$60 Gift Certificate to TGI Fridays
2nd place-$30Gift Certificate to TGI Fridays
3rd place-Student Activities Tshirts

By: Caroline Bowers
Staff Writer

The Exca/ibur is Lynn University's
student run yearbook. Every year a staff of
students will put together memories for
everyone to keep and cherish. The 19941995 year book won a national title for the
theme and cover from Jostens publishing
company. The theme for the 1995 edition
was "For One Brief Shining Moment" from
Camelot and the cover featured a black and
white embossed photograph of Deerfield
Beach taken by past Editor Sharika HannaEmery and Advisor John Ness. The
yearbook sold out completely, but for all of
you that have not seen it, please stop by
Student Activities, which is located above
the cafeteria and take a look.
This year the yearbook staff has met to
start to plan the yearbook for 1995-1996. If
anyone would like to help out please contact
John Ness in Student Activities at 994-0770
Extension 318.
CONGRATULATIONS to the Editorial
Board of the 1996 Excalibur yearbook:
Caroline Bowers, Editor In Chief, Stefano
Papaleo and David Mann, Photography
Editors and
Chris Debs, Assistant
Photography Editor. The yearbook is a fun
way to meet and work with other student and
develops a wonderful feeling producing
something people will have forever.

Week Number
One
By: Pauline De La Peza
Staff Writer

During the first
week of school many
people begin to let all there
feelings and emotions take
over their lives. For
example, the new freshmen
which arrived at Lynn for
their first year were
welcomed and greeted
with Orientation Week
activities. Orice the
welcoming was done, the
"new" students were able
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*10:30 PM- 11:00 PM
Twister Tournament
}tot

Midnight Madness

On the night of October 14,
Midnight Madness will oc.::ur. What is
Midnight Madness?
This is when the office of Student Activities
plan out a course of events with the heJp·of
the Cheerleaders to get the crowd hyped up
about Lynn. Inside
Pamela's mind, she was
very excited about being
here and seeing what was
expect, etc. Upon
Kimberly's arrival at Lynn,
she found the school to
have a nice atmosphere,
and friendly, helpful
people. As Kimberly
began to participate in the
Orientation activities she
.felt that the people began
..
to make her transttJOn
easier.
Kimberly, was later very
pleased with the
willingness of the staff to
help her feel comfortable.
"I really thought that all
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2nd place- Student Activities Tshirts

By: Claribel Corona
Life Style Editor

to begin in forming their
own opinions about the place which was new to
them, Cofiege.
Pamela Jane
Meyers and Kimberly
Panzanaro are two new
freshmen students
experiencing Lynn
University, as well as the
entire college life, for the
first time. When these two
girls first came to Lynn~
they were over whelmed
with all the things which
they were seeing, hearing,
and doing for the first time.
However, both of these
girls began to come to
form their own thoughts

p

*II :00 PM - II :30 PM
Student
Activities Midnight Madness Giveaways to
the fans in the bleachers
*II : I5 PM - II :45 PM
Cheerleaders
(Diana
Dance Routine to "SHY GUY"
King)
*II :45 PM - MIDNIGHT
Introduction of coaches and teams
*MIDNIGHT*
Basketball Exhibition

activities were nice, my
favorite was the sit down
dinner, anu the people
were very helpful."
Kimberly
Panzanaro, also found
Orientation week to be of
great help, in that she was
somewhat familiar with
where to go, what to
in store tor her next.
Orientation week became
something that she found
to be more helpful as the
days passed. Yet, towards
the end of the week, "I
found that I did not even
have enough time to do
things I needed to do to grt
completely settled in." "I

began to feel as though I
was being rushed around.
but I knew that was only
the beginning."
" OveraH, the
the activities that were
planned for us during
Orientation week were
extremely beneficial to me,
and most other gids I
know" . "I enjoyed the first
week and became
interested to see what else
I would learn at Lynn".

To Our Lynn University
Counterparts

Those of us who are members of
ILIR are very much committed to the ·
concepts of life-long learning, self
motivation and inter-generational linkage.
Lynn University's hospitality has
helped make this concept a reality. The
Lynn University campus is idyllic, and (I
guess it's an attribute of my advanced years
to become a little sentimental, if that's the
word) but my eyes fill up when I stand back
and see myself back at college in such a
beautiful setting.
At the risk of having this essay
become an "in the old days ... " story, I feel
compelled to say that when I attended City
College in New York, first days and then
evenings because I had to work during the
day, there was no campus, just city streets.
The buildings were architectumfly beautiful
and impressive, bull ran through
Morningside Park after a nine to five job,
arriving in the nick of time for my lirsl class
at six o'clock. I often nodded off until the
oxygen, used in digesting my dinner of
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\Yu.: , home wasn't seen until nmhughl,

afler an opposite trek through the park,
followed by a ride on the subway. And
homework--that was relegated to lunch hour
and weekends . .
Dut it was aU 1wo(lh it, ~ause jL
enabled me-- and l'tti sure sot dnt 'of us
ILIRS, to be here with you in our utopian
learning environment.
Seeing you--beautiful, svelte, intent
young women and men, we feel privileged
to walk along the campus paths with you,
(albeit at a bit slower pace.)
We're eager to learn from you how
you see the world, what you envision for its

Expanding the World at
Lynn
By: Gabriela Fleitas
Student 'Life Editor
The IntematJOnal Center will occupy
a 24,248 square foot area. it will
incorporate the Cohen International House.
classrooms, administrative offices, lecture
hall, multi-purpose meeting room, and a 250
seat auditorium.
The Lynn University International
center will be located behind the existing
library. For Lynn's growing student
population the adequate and up to date
facilities are needed in order to accomplish
academic excellence, and to better
accommodate both faculty and students.
The Lynn University campus has
been expanding rapidly. First, it was the
Count and Countess de Hoernle
Center(1993),followed by the Sesormatic
wing in the Assaf buildiqg (199~), and
coming up next in 1996 are the new library
and the Lynn University International
Center.

future and how you plan to get there from
here.
We'd like to be invited to a
representative course or meeting
(unobtrusively and on a very small scale)
and we'd like for you to take time from your
busy schedules to do the same-- to see how
our classes are run by our members.
Our members arc lucky because they
were able to retire to begin a new life of
purpose and meaning. Perhaps we can share
something of value that will help you to
enjoy the rewards of a productive working
life and find another new significant one
when you retire.
So we look forward to a greater
developmei1t of what has already begun-the concept of learners of the past, present
.utJ futw:c lolly linked, her.c. al ynn
University.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (SGA)
Students Working For Students
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By: Velda Albuquerque
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SGA- How and What are they?
SGA stands for Student Government
Association and they are your voice on
campus. The Student Government has many
responsibilities among them is to represent .
the student body if you need to voice a
concern or express an opinion that concerns
the student. body or just want to know what .
is going on -you can attend any meeting on
. Mondays at 6:00pm in the conference roo~
of the Student Center. These meetings are
open to anyone who wisftes to attend. SGA
has accomplished various things already this
school year. They .have created the CAB '
(Campus Activity Board), and SAC, (
Student Activities Committee), this
committee is designed to determine funding
for students clubs and organizations. It is
overseen by the new editorial board which
consists of Anton Pastuszak, Dan Shapiro,
Velda Albuquerque, and Pauline De La
Peza.

F.XF.CUTIVE BOARD
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Food Service:·
CAB:
Public Relations:

Anton Pastuszak
Daniel Shapiro
Pauline De La Peza Velda Albuquerque
Chris Hom
Heather Cohen
Nayat Martinez

Having a Parking Problem on Campus?
It is time to Speak Out !!!
Student Government is vour yoice to the school !
Fili out this ballet or do not complain,
It is all up to you!
Is Parking a Problem?
Yes

SENATORS
Lynn 3rd Floor:
Lynn 2nd Floor:
40's Wixted:
1O's Wixted:
2nd Floor Trinity:
OfT Campus:
Off Campus:

Scott Satterlee
Corally Castro
Thomas Vadala
Gabriela Fleitas
Cari Shenkler
Pamela Alteri
Matt Sclier

No
Suggestions:

Nam~·------------------------~-----

No Vote- No Change
Tum Ballots into Neon Orange boxes around campus
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The Unpredictable Season
By: Jon Morstein
Sports Editor

The University Cup
By: Caroline Bowers
Staff Writer
On September 21, 1995, our men's
soccer team participated in a Boca News
sponsored event. For the last four years,
Lynn has hosted the University Cup. The
University Cup is a soccer match between
the city rivals, Lynn University and Florida
Atlantic University. They play each other to
see who is the best in Boca. The Mayor of
Boca and a representative of the Boca News
opened the event with the presentation of the
cup. They gave the explanation of what the
cup was all about and talked about the past
winners of this event.
The soccer game was full of spirit.
There were tons of fan~ cheering as our
soccer team played a tough game. The score
was it was 0/0 at half time, but half way
through the second half Paul Muir from
South Africa scored the one and only goal of
the game. The second half was just as tough
Lynn Soccer Keeps the University Cup ... The Mayor
as the first, but our defens. We held off
of
Boca Raton presents the University Cup to our Men's
F.A.U's offense and we won one to nothing.
Soccer team after a 1-0'victory over hometown rival FA U.
Good going guys !
additions to the girls golf
team. They are: Zoe
Grimbeek, from South
africa, and Kelly Sheehan
from the United States.
They are also looking
forward to a great season.

Women's Golf
Team Win
Nationals
By: Gabriela Fleitas
Student Life Editor
"It was fun, and we
were surprised that we won
the tournament," states
Josefin Stalvant.
Also, during the
last week of May the
women's golf team,
brought back with them
from South Dakota, the
National title.
According to
Stalvant , "Our head coach,
Greg Cox, promised that if
the girls and I won the
individuals, he promised
we could cut his Ponytail.
" And they did if you
haven't noticed.
As of right now,
the girls are striving to win
the next tournament, and
hopefully go to the finals.
This year we have two new
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Women's Tennis
Team Win
Nationals
By: Gabriela Fleitas
Student Life Editor
During the week of
the 27th of May, the Lynn
University Women's
Tennis team, brought back
with them a victory, after
receiving the National
title. This year the
women's tennis team
struggled the whole season
to reach to the top.
The nationals, took
place this year in Tusla,
Oklahoma. The tennis
team was able to win the
nationals through

accumulative points, and
drawing individuals. The
girls played six singles,
and three doubles.
When Marines
Duarte, from Cacaras,
Venezuela was asked how
she felt about winning the
championship, she
commented. "This was a
great experience for me,
and I feel that I am patt of
a.great team. I also felt
very happy, because we
had reached our main goal
which we had been striving
for together as a team."

RIGHT:
NAJA NATIONAL
CHAMPIONS ...
Coach Mike Perez and
the Women's Tennis
Team
and
Coach Gregg Cox and
the Women's Golf
Team

This season the Miami Dolphins are
highly ranked as one of the leading teams to
win the Super Bowl. Untill now, year after
year, the Dolphins always make it to the
playoffs but usually lose in the first round.
Fans have been discouraged by the Dolphins
previous performances. The Dolphins are
ranked in the top five defenses and have an
talented offense.
Dan Marino is a lock in the Hall of
- Fame. Many players heading to the Hall of
Fame would like to win a Super Bowl. If
the Miami Dolphins don't win, will this be
Dan Marino's last year? This will be an
interesting decision for him to make. The
difference that makes a quarterbacks great
is the ability to get the job done. Most of the
quarterbacks in the Hall of Fame now, have
won a Super Bowl or a Championship.
Based on their performance , This is
the best team Miami has had since 1973. In
1973, the Dolphins went 16-0 and won their
second straight Super Bowl. Ifthe Dolphins
stay healthy and avoid injuries, chances of
making the Super Bowl seem very
optimistic. There is no team in the AFC tha~
comes as close defensiv~. The Dolphins
looked dominating in their first three g ' 1 •
but for the past five years people, I predicted
the Dolphins to make the playoffs but they
lost early.
1.) Will this be Dan Marino's first
and only Super Bowl victory?
2.) Do the Dolphins have the talent
to win?
3.) Finally, will this be another
season down the drain?
These questions will be answered at
the end of January

Professional Baseball
Cries For Help
By: Jon Morstein
Sports Editor
If the owners and players do not
resolve their conflicts, professional baseball
will come to an end. This was why the
season attendance dropped 20% from last
year. Owners are requesting a salary cap·in
ordet to prevent the richer owners from
buying out the higher priced players.
The players are afraid that a pay cut
may happen. This situation has created a bit
of anticipation on the sense that no one is
sure of which teams will be playing next
season. The reason for these dispute is free
agency. Free agency means that if some
player's contract runs out, he is then eligible
to go to another team for more money. This
makes the payrolls increase and places the
owners in a awkward position.
Prices for tickets have been raised
severely. A family of four can easily spend
an estimated $100 on tickets, food. and
souvenirs
at a baseball game. The worst things are the
refreshment prices. The sodas are watered
down, chips are stale, and the peanuts aren't
even fresh.
Professional baseball has many
prub em" 1.1t need to c rc-;o \'ed. there are
many more issues of importance in the
·vorld rather than baseball.
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KNIGHT'S SOCCER ON THEWAY
TO WINNING SEASONS
Men's Statistics
By: Jon Morstein

Women's Statistics
./J.}': Jon Mors~
te::,:in:.:,._,~~~~"-="""~~~~~~

Sports Rditnr

Jakob Lorentzon G4 A9 Pts 17 G WG 2

D¥1an Kendrick G4 A1 Pts 9 GWG 1
Aren Cook G4 A 1 Pts 9
Darren Warham G3 A2 Pts 8 GWG1
Roger Stighall G2 A 1 Pts 5 GWG 1
Mike Dow G2 A 1 Pts 5
Ian Hindmarsh G2 AO Pts 4
Robert Lindstrom GO A4 Pts 4
Bobby Iovene G I A1 Pts 3 GWG 1
Paul Muir G1 AO Pts 2 GWG 1
Byron Warner GO A2 Pts2
Chris Hannaka GO A I Pts 1
Tim Bogan GO A 1 Pts 1
John Thomson GO AO Pts 0
Tony Lawyue GO AO Pts 0
Dustin Woods GO AO PtsO
Chase Greene GO AO PtsO
Gareth Fowles GO AO Pts 0
Jaun Camandona GO AO Pts 0
Ste~e Karakosta GO AO Pts 0
Goal keep in~
Kevin Smith Minutes 256 Saves 11 GA 2
] Avg 0. 70 Wins 2 Loses 0 Ties 0 Sho 0
~John Murray Minutes 554 Saves 17 GA 6
';;c Avg 0.97 Wins 5 Loses l Ties 0 Sho -2

] The men's soccer team again has gotten off
~ to a good start. These upcoming games will
~ be a piece of cake. The defense is solid and
.... the offense continues to roll. Go Kn'Ights II
!i
..
~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--~~

Kim Brown G 13 A6 Pts 32
Hanne Nissen G9 A9 Pts 27 GWG3
Cindy Marcial 06 A6 Pts 18 GWG2
Karin Svensson G5 A2 Pts 12
Lene Terp G3 AS Pts11 GWG1
Anna Ruel G3 A3 Pts 9
Nicki Sellas G3 A3 Pts 9
Saskia Emmery G2 A4 Pts 8 GWG 1
Keri Remillard G3 A 1 Pts 7
Katie Katzmark G3 A 1Pts 7
Tammy Murray G1 A2 Pts 4
Maria Vulcano G 1 A 1 Pts 3
Linnea Sivets GO A2 Pts 2
Trina Williams GO A2 Pts 2
Adel~ Talamo GO AO Pts 0
Goal keepin~
Keri Lief Minutes-475 Saves 3 GA 1 Avg~
0.19 Wins 7 Loses 0 Ties 0 ·
Nikki Kalavitis Minutes- 11 0 Saves 1 GA 0
Avg- 0.00 Wins 0 Loses 0 Ties 0

Kim Brown was named the NAIA
player of the week on September 18, 1995.
The women's team is 7-0 and continues to
dominate the NAIA division. These statstics
are from through the first seven games. The
current statistics are available in the athletic
directors offices.

NEWS SECTION
Is Windows 95 Worth
Y o.ur Time and Money
By: Nicole DiNapoli
News Editor

Now that Windows 95 is finally out
on the market and all the hype has died
down, it seems that the billion dollar product
created by Bill Gates is not what the
company has made it out to be.
Microsoft has spent millions on publicity,
including a commercial featuring the
Rolling Stones, "Start Me Up" to promote
how spectacular the program is. Expects,
like our very own Michael Petroski,
Computer teacher, disagrees. He gives the
top three reasons why consumers should
hold off on purchasing a copy of Windows
95.
'
Reason# I
The Microsoft company fails to
mention it, bit It is said that the program is
ridden with "bugs". Not only will this be
harmful for the computer, but the common
"hacker" won't know what to do if a serious
problem occurs.
Reason# 2
Though Windows 95 runs faster than
the older program, it takes up ninety to one
hundred megabytes where the other version

only uses forty to fifty megabytes ram. To
the casual user, such as students who use
their computers for work and games, they're
not going to notice the difference.

Reason# 3
The last reason is money. The new
Windows runs from $80.00 to $85.00 which
is a high price for a item that will go down
in cost after a few months.
Over the summer, Lynn received a
copy of Windows 95 to put into our
computers. Needless to say, the s~hool was
not at all happy with what they found, so
they have decided to wai.t until next Fall. to
purchase the program. Hopefully the kinks
will be out by than.

Police Investigate Theft On
Campus Radio Station
By : Monty (Gus) Graham
Staff Writer

. 0? September 24, 1995 the campus
radio statiOn, WL YN was broken into. A
full investigation has been launched by the
the Boca Ration Police Department.
When asked about the break in, Paul
Turner, Dean of Students, responded, "The
cos~ amount of stolen CD 's and damage
eqmpment have not yet been determined."
The clues have led to two suspects.
who's names can not be revealed. The Boca
Police are still on the case.
All students with any information
about the theft are encouraged to contact the
office of Student Services "We want the
students to learn in a safe environment"
'
stated Paul Turner.

In closing, Petroski ended in
stating,"! can't understand why people stood
in line for hours just because it was the
premiere day when the program was stock in
stores that very next day."
.
~hen asked if he found anything
Impressive about the new Windows 95.,
Petroski responded in saying, "I was
jmpressed with the marketing strategy and
the fact that, Bill Gates (who according to
Fortune magazine is worth 13.5 billion
dollars) became such a success. Quite a step
up for a computer nerd."
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Election 96 Update
By: Nicole DiNapoli
News Editor

According to CNN News, Ross Pero1
announced on Larry King Live that he will
be supporting the Independent Party. When
asked whether he would be a running
candidate, Perot neither denied nor
confirmed the question. But one thing is for
sure, this man's voice will be heard whether
he plans to run or not

6

Sugar Sand Science
Playground
By: Sugar Sand
Public Relations
The Sugar Sand Science Playground
project is to bring a unique playground and
community experience to the greater Boca
Raton area. It is estimated that over 200,000
children and adults will frequent this
community-built playground located on
Military Trail between Camino Real and
Palmetto Park Road.
What is a Science Playground? It is
like any other playground where there are
swings, slides, and jungle gyms, but t,!tere
are also about 40 interactive science
playstructions. Some small examples
include: whisper dishes that let you
experience the physics of sound; a human
head that you can climb through and see
how bodily functions like the eyes work.
Another feature is called, A Future City,
which is a space station. There is also a
keyboard monitor, and a Ball Logic Machine
for a "simple" look at the binary system.
How is it all being built?
Volunteers! Yes, some very special people
are going to give their time as well as their
hearts for such a project.
lfyou would like to see the building
taking place on November 3-12, please.
enlist.
For more information or an application, call
( 407)1 368-PLA Y or contact Sally Markman
(407) 451-3636.and Sue Ellen Ciaggett at
2415 NW 40th Circle, Boca Raton. Fl .
33431 Fa?( (407) 488-9112
Applications will also be available at
the Pulse office which is located on the
second floor of the Student Center.
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during the Spring Semester.

Coming Soon . . . Lynn
Library
By: Nate Flynn
Staff Writer
Driving through the main entral)ce of
Lynn University, you cannot help but notice
the big 3-story building under construction.
ln case you did not already know, it's the
new Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn
Library. While talking with Tom Heffernan
all is going as planned. Everything is on
time and the new library will be ready to
move volumes into by the end of December.

Florida Ranks as Top Ten
Best Places to Live
By: Nate Flynn
Sti4f Writer
In the September issue of Monev
Magazine, there is an article which ranks the
best places to live in America. I happen to
believe that the best place to live is any
place .in which you are most content. Some
people prefer living in the suburbs while
others prefer big cities or beaches. For
those die-hard Americans. the far northeast
is home. It's hard to say what is the best
place in America to live in. Money
Magazine convincingly portrays several
cities in Florida which are among the top
ten.
According to their data. no other

However it will not actually be open to the
student body until we return from Christmas
break.
The Lynn Library is 3-stories high. has
54,000 square feet and will house XO.OOO
volumes. It will also have a ne\v 14-hour
· m uter lab. automated circuration. more
computer terminals, and a quite
em·ironment for studying.
This is a very exciting new addition l(lr
the students and faculty of the Lynn
community. Although the old library is wry
nice a new one was definitely needed. as \\C
grow into the twenty tirst century. l.ook l(lr
the new Lynn Library at the start of the 111.!\\
semester!

state in the country has had as much
employment growth and been a hie to keep
its real estate at stu..:h a!Tordahk prices.
Florida is also one of the only nine states in
the country to offer no ta:-;. nn income. In the
future. Florida mil also he hom~: to manv
major upcoming corporations '' hich means
great job opportunities. Floridu is not on!~
the home of sandy hcachcs. sLin. artd palm
trees, it's also home to one the ltlstcst
growing economic states in thl! country.
According to Money Magazine. the
following arc the ten hcst plac~.:s in :\rm:rica
to live. Gainl!s\·ilfc. Fla. Roclicstcr. \linn.
.lacksml\'illc, Fla. Seattle. \\'/\. Ocala. I Ia.
Fort Lauderdale. Fla. I lavcrhill. \h1ss.
Raleigh- Durham. N.C.. I. as \'I! gas. and
Naples. Fla These cities arc all ranked
strictly on ec(lnomic and socral data.
personal prclcrences had no ctkct (lll tlh:
outcomes.

or
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Lynn University
Has It's Own
Radio Station
1~1': ,\'mil Wise~\

( 'ontrihwing Writer

\ 1onday September
25. marked the premier of
l.ynn lJniwrsity's newest
addition. WI.YN 96.1 FM.
This radio station idea
sp<irkcd from a Small
<iroup ( 'ommunkations
dass in the spring of 1995.
In April of95. Lynn
l'niversity appointed Scott
Wisely as the Station
l\·1anager nf their new
station which had yet to be
hui It.' <her the summer the
stat_ion s.ite was prepared.
music selections were
purchas~-d. and staffing
plans were finalized.
September 7. 1995, Lynn
l Jniversity got a sneak
preview of an all listening
experience. On September
::!5. many students. stall
and listeners were treated ·
to a new type of musk
called College Alternative.

College Alternative differs
from the "Normal" or
"Commercial" Alternative
because College
Alternative plays the
newest in Alternative
music trends. for those
who prefer more
"mainstream" alternative
music. WL YN plays that

WL YN GOES 'ON AIR'
96.1 FM is the New Voice of.Lynn University

addition to Dance, Rap.
Reggae. Hip H6p. Rock-nRoll. and House music.
The station is currently
started with a News
Department. headed by
Dan Shapiro. and a Sports
Department, headed by
Frank Aliaga, and an
Assistant Manager,. Dave
Matthews and 30 other
talented Disc Jockeys.
Contests and Promotions
arc planned for the near
future and there are still a
lew positions avai !able for
anyone interested. For
more information everyone
is encouraged to call in and
become a part of WL YN
history.
To contact WL YN
at ~.Y im~ (;. 11 994-0770
ext. 137.
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BAND INTERVIEW
CIV
(ARTHUR AND
CIV)
l~r:

Afalllww ,\'. St·lier
( 'ontrihuting Writer

0 IU i IN - Queens.

Manhattan. and
( 'lc,·elaJid(Charlie)
INFLl II:NCES -Minor
lhrcat. Dag Nasty.
Descendants. Black
Sahhath. 5{}'s Do op. and
Frank Sinatra
IF ON A DESERT
ISI .AND. WIIAT KIND
OF FOOD WOULD YOU
I lAVE IF NOTIIING
I·.I.SE'! Anun-turkcy
sandwich. w.ith
Snapplc(considcrcd a l()od)

m1d Cherry cola
Civ's F;\ VORITE FOOD Icc-Tea (Both Arthur and
Ci'v enjoy Boca'Burgers)
VIEWS ON THEIR 1st
VIDEO - "Loved making
the video, its helped people
to see the band and
know
\
the record - videos have a
huge effect on record sale?
and radio play. "
Civ's FAVORITE
MOVIES -The Warriors
and The Wanderers
IF THEY COULD TOUR
WITH ANY BANDS,
WHAT WOULD THEY
BE? The Clash.
Quicksand (Which they are
). SoundGarden, Stray
Cats. Old Sabbath with

Ozzy, Old Van Halen, and
Janes Addiction (Wishful
thinking)
VIEW ON AIDS - "It's a
tragedy"
Arthur and Civ(agree)"lt's man made and
it got out ofcontrol
Civ- "It's unfair- one of
the most beautiful things in
life is taken away"

Sponge perfonns to a SRO crowd.

TIDBITS -Arthur and Civ
are both vegetarians and
Civ owns a tattoo.
INSPIRATIONAL
QUOTES- "Go
Vegetarian" and "Get
tattooed"

r would just like to thank
Nasty Little Man public
relations for making these
interviews possible.

Members ofCIV display their many talents:

I HEARD IT THROUGH THE
GREEKVINE ..

Theta Xi Fraternity

A Closer Look at L.U.'s Social Greek System

On Monday. September II. <Ired;
rush week began. We. Theta Xi. began
setting up our tables outside of the cafeteria.
This is where students recie\·ed information
to join our fraternity. Theta Xi's rush week
consisted of having pool parties. turkt:y
bowling, and watching Monday Night
Football in the fraternity room. :\Iter the
week went by, each group made their
decisions on which students would n:cei\·c
bids. For those who do not know what a hid
is, a bid is an invitation to join a fraternity
and become a brother of that fraternity lor a
lifetime.
On Thursday. September 21. Theta
Xi fraternity had a ceremony to pin new
associate members. The ceremony itself
»'as very well prepared and \\Cill n~ry well.
The dean of students, Paul Turner. attended
the ceremony. One of the brothers from the
Georgia Tech chapter came to the e\·ent.
I lis presen..:e made every Brother honored to
have him attend the ceremony. Theta Xi is
happy about the students that hm·e hecn
chosen and hope that they ha\'e a great year.
for they have made a great choke!

By: Christopher W. Carson. Jr.
Greek Council President
Cantributing Writer
CONGRATULATIONS to all the
Greeks on a very successful Fall Rush. This
semester has proven the Greek Systems'
ability to survive and flourish at Lynn
University. Each organization recruited 1216 new members who will spend the next
few weeks learning about their chosen
group, in order to prove themselves and
become initiated as a full fledged member.
For both fraternities, this will be an
opportunity to pass on the knowledge,
history and traditions they have acquired
over the last year since they colonized. For
the sorority, they will complete their next
phase by choosing a national affiliation and
start recruiting more members.
One thing is certain- for all who are
involved, this semester promises to be one
of entertainment and memories that will last
a lifetime. Just a few of the events and
activities that the Greeks are sponsoring and
~volved in thiS s~ t 11::st~r a~ ..
·
Awareness Day (with the KOR), Greek
Mocktail Contest, 2nd Annual Fraternity
Football Challenge, Spanish River Beach
Clean Up, Greek Games against Barry, St.

Thomas and Nova Universities, a new Greek
Scholarship Program, and a wide variety of
social gatherings. Good luck to all the new
members and the brothers and sisters whose
jobs are to educate them.

Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity
By: Chris J Carson, Jr.
Contributing Writer

ITA<!>

As usual, Pi Lambda Phi has begun
its new semester as motivated as ever. It
recruited sixteen new members, all who
possess the same characteristics and
enthusiasm we have been known for. This
semester we look forward to the challenges
that lie ahead of us, and we will surely
accomplish them and continue to hold the
title as the most outstanding Greek
organization mi campus.
We wish all of our new pledges the
best of luck and encourage them to do their
best by d .... , ·h) lin~ their leadership.

By: Mike Katzenhac:h
ContrihutinK Writer

83
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skills. We feel there is no better way to do
this than by pledging and we know there is
no better fraternity to pledge than Pi Lam.
Not four years, But a lifetime ...
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THE
CROSSCULTURAL
CORNER
By: Pauline De La Peza
Staff Writer
The Indimi sisters come to Lynn
University from The Federal Republic of
Nigeria; these girls are Zara, Ameena, and
Yakoio. The place ofNigeria is a very
fascinating area, with rich culture, customs,
lifestyles and much more. Currently the
population is close to ~00 million people.
Due to the high population, there are
numerous different languages spoken.
Although there are about 300 Tribal
languages that are widely spoken, Ameena
Indimi, one of the three sisters, is able to
speak two native languages: Hausa, and
Kanuri. In the school system in Nigeria The

English language is taught in elementary
and/ or secondary education.
Ameena Indimi has aspirations of
going to Medical school, as do her sisters.
All of the Indimi girls are hoping for their
father to build them a place where they can
practice.
Ameena's favorite foods are: Pizza.
Egyptian food, and Wigeuau food.
The Indimi sisters arc an important
part of the melting pot here at Lynn
University. These girls are great people to
get to know, and usually can be found up by
Perky's. Take the time to meet the Indimi
sisters.

Multi- Cultural Corner
By: Pauline De La Peza
Staff Writer
The first Multi-Cultural Cluh
meeting was held on September 26. 1995 at
6:00 p.m. at the Lynn University Student
Center. The meeting was an introductory
meeting which was scheduled to gi\·e the
new members a general idea of what the
club has to offer. The olliccrs of the MultiCultural Cluh for the 1995-19% acadcmi<.:
year introduced themsci\'Cs and explained
that there would he numerous acti\·itics
which the cluh will he sponsoring. The
officers of the Multi-Cultural Cluh arc
anticipating a great year with much
involvement from all. The officers arc:
President- Pauline De La Pcza. Vice
President- Maria Caceras. Treasure- Pamela
Altcri. and Secretary- Gabriela Flctias. The
advisor is Sheila Shepard. The next meeting
date will he on October II. 1995. This
meeting will he an informati(ll1al tnL·din):! so
please he present.
Thank You.
The Multi- Cultural Cluh.
' ... \
'
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LIFESTYLES SECTION
STUDENT

INION POLLr.

B_y: Caroline Bowers
S!qf!" Wriler

1

Juson l.andsman:
1-'reshmen
There should not be a
parking policy.
Nickie Dana:
Freshman
I hate it ! It is a far walk
when you have had a long
night, but I guess
Freshman have to pay their
dues.

Joscfin Stalavant:
Junior
1\s long as I can park in
front of Wixted I am fine.
It's not much fun when
you have to walk from
Ritter to Wixted when
there is a soccer game
going on. that's not fair!
.len Lupinacci:
Sophomore
The only time I hate it is
when I can't find a spot !

What Do You
Think About
The New
Parking
Policy?

Gabby Llach:
Sophomore
I think that the parking lot
is a good addition, because
everyone can have a spot
now!

Jake Bade:
Junior
Students living in Lynn
Dorm should be able to
park in the Lynn parking
lot, instead of competing
with Trinity, Wixted, and
DeHoemle for a spot.

Toni Tomassi:
Admissions
I think it is fine! The
students always parked in
the lot for us, so now I
finally have a spot to park
in.

AND INTERVIEW
Rords of Acid
(Lady Galore)
lly: .\/a/lh('\1' ,\·. Sclier
( 'murihwing ll"ri1er

ORJ(JIN- B-elgium
ORI<iiN OF N/\ME- Originates from the

Ac.:id neuhian periods of music (1\cid House)
L/\TEST 1\LBlJM:. VOODOO-U
TilE B/\ND TIlEY WOULD LIKE TO
OPJ·:N FOR- The Prodigy

MAIN INFLUENCES- The Prodigy,
Shaman,KLF, EMF, as well as rock ·
influences "We don't like anybody, but
obviously the influences are there".
VIEWS ON CENSORSHIP -"People should
have the right to choose."Everybody got a choice. The children -you
got to keep them innocent, but then you
don't because there are porno movies on
channels- and kids can see the violence on
TV-- and they don't censor it.-- you don't
censor violence, you don't censor blowing

Things That Make You
Go Hmmmm!!!
By: Monte (Gw;) Graham
Staff Writer
,One
a~$e_rna~
looked in the mirror and
said,
I promise to:
Appreciate and
compliment others.
Honor myself the though
and the feeling of others.
Treat everyone as an equal.
Accept my uniqueness
talent.
Value the compliments of
others.
Spend quality time with
myself.
Seek excitement and
happiness in everything I
do.
Love and cherish myself
unconditionally
With all my heart I make
This promise to myself!

.pay

Hmmmm!!!
When things go wrong, as
they sometimes will,
When the low that you are
I
trudging seems
overwheJmin_1h
When the funds arc tl'
and the debts. are~
can't help to sigh,
remember the reason why
you are here. Success is
the failure turned inside
out.
Enjoy the experience of
college and NEVER
QUIT!
Special thanks:
Yasmine
and everyone-that
supported and helped me
see the way to where I am
· today.

their brains out on TV and it sucks(ln
reference to their album cover being
censored while the above statements happen
and the television industry does nothing)
VIEWS ON MOSHING -"We don't like ·
people to get hurt at our shows, we want
·people to dance~"
WHAT IS THE MEANING BEHIND THE
SONG "MACHO MAN" -"Macho Man is
about every egotistical macho male who
thinks they are so with it and really - he's not
at all. ·

MOVIE REVIEWS ...
Move Over Siskel & Ebert- Our Staff
Reviews the Latest On the Big Screen
Too Wong Foo
By: Nicole DiNapoli
News Editor
Among all the
movies out this month,
there is one that stands out
from the rest. The flick is
called "Too Wong Foo,
Thanks for everything
Julie Newmare." The title
is long and so are the wigs.
That's, the ones which
Patrick Sawazye, Wesley
Snipes and John Latizono
wears, along with makeup, women's clothes and
high-heeled shoes.
The three men play
New York Drag Queens
who take a road trip in
their 70's style Cadillac
Convertible to Hollywood
California. The two older
Drag Queens, Noxema
(Wesley Snipes) and
(Patrick Swazye) take Chi
Chi (John Larizono) as
their young Queen in
training.
While on the road,
the three have car trouble
and end up having to stay
in a near by town. Since
the town is some what
behind the times, the
people are not aware that
the made up ladies are in
deed men.
If you are looking
for a light hearted movie
with tons oflaughs, "Too
Wong Foo" is the way to
go. I found the acting

superb and the costumes
loudly tasteful. I laughed
through out the entire
movie finding nearly every
scene absolutely hysterical.
In my opinion, these three
actors are right up there
with Robin Williams.
I give ": Too Wong
Foo" 3 Stars

Seven
By: Nate Flynn
Staff Writer
On Friday, September 22,
the long delayed release of
Seven hit the theaters, and
let's just say, "It was well
worth the wait." The
movie stars, Morgan
Freeman, as ~etective
Sommersett. Brad Pitt,
starred as his partner
detective Mills, and
Gwenth Paltrow as hi · love
interest. (Who by the way
is his love interest off the
screen as well.) Without
giving away too much of
the plot; it is mostly about
Pitt and Freeman trying to
track down a very
psychotic serial killer. The
killer bases all of his
murders on the seven
deadly sins (Gluttony,
Pride, Lust, Envy, Sloth.
Wrath. and Greed). In the
movie there is a constant
background of rain that
accompanies every scene,
which sets a very dark tone
throughout the movie. I
believe that the director did

•

RESTAURANT REVIEWS
Our Scoop On Where To Eat
By: Pauline De La Peza
Staff Writer
The Cuban Cafe.
located at 3350 N ..W. Boca
Raton Blvd, Boca Raton
'
FL., is a family owned
restaurant which is well
known for its authentic
Cuban cuisine.

The culture can be
seen through the vibrant
decorations throughout the
restaurant; as well as heard
by the Cuban music which
is quietly played in the
'background. .
Not only is the
service attentive, but warm

this intentionally · because
of the subject ofthe movie.
At times it is a little hard to
understand what is being
said, especially Pitt, who
talks softly at times
throughout the movie. I
would have to say that this
is one of the best psychotic
thrillers that I have ever
seen. Some scenes.are a
little gory and not meant
for the weak stomach.
This movie surely gets my
thumbs up!

Hackers
By: Claribel Corona
Life Styles Editor
Have you been to the
movies lately? What have
you seen? Well if you
come to think about it.
there are some good flicks

playing: For example. I
just saw "Hackers" starring
Jonny Lee Miller
(remember "Robin" from
the recently released
"Batman") as Dade
Murphy and Angela Joley
as "Acid Burn".
The movie takes place
in New York after Dade
Murphy's parents got a
divorce and Dade decided
to go with his mom. Ever
since a young child. Dade
had been a real genius with
computers. An incident
happened when he was 11
years old that held him
back from using
and friendly. The food at
The Cuban Cafe can be
described in no better wav
then authentic. Meals. .
once ordered are promptly
served.
Among the many
selections to choose from.
varying from: appetizers.
soups, Cuban cafe
~amplers, entrees,
sandwiches, to deserts. as
well as beverages: all arc

computers. Dade was
forbidden by the court to
use any type of computers
or technology until he was
18 years old.
When he moved to
New York, he met a group
of other computer whizzes
just like him. They
enjoyed breaking into
computer programs. For
the fun of it until trouble
was brought their way.
Trouble as far as finding

L~st

of the Dogman

By: Caroline Bowers
Stqff Writer
"Last of the
Dogman" was an
adventure movie. This
movie took place in a
heavily wooded area. Tom
Berenger is a bountY
hunter who is hired .to find
three escaped prisoners.
Berenger finds the area
where the prisoners are; he
hears three gun shots. He
walked in the direction
where he heard the shots
and found nothing except
a blob' o brood. Tris
assumed that the three
prisoners were shot. killed
and then abducted.
Berenger finds a Indian
Arrow Head in the spot
where the three men were
shot.
Barbara Hershev
plays the Indian Jribe ·
expert in tnc movie. Tom
goes to her and together
they realize that the arrow
belonged to an Indian trihc
that nobody had seen in
many, many years.
Dogman was the name of
the tribe. Tom persuades
Barhara to go with him to

lind the trihc. There was
no trace at lil'st. hut on day
standing in front of them is
a Indian. They fi.lllm,·cd
him to a hreathtaking
valley. They arc held
prisoner at first. hut \Yhcn
one of the head Indians son
gets sick. Tom and Barham
arc let go to sec if they can
help the sick hoy. Tom
goes hack to the city to get
some medicine. lie ends
up stealing. Penicillin. and
the police go after him.
Tom and Barhara
fall in love w1th cad: other
and with the trihc and will
not let anyone khm' ahout
this secret tribe bcc:•usc
the\· will he taken (l\ cr hY.
the government just Iike
the rest ofthc Indian
Tribes in America. Tom
goes to lind the Sl'arch
party to try and divert them
from'finding the tunnel
that leads into the tribes'
,·alley. They do lind the
tunnel and Tom runs
through the tunnel where
he had put dynamite . .lust
as he 1s g1ing to shoot the
uynamill' lh~: ~br:rilrpul his
gun up to his head and say
" Drop your gun."
The end of the
mo,·ic is ,:cry suspenseful.
.Go sec the mo\'ic and 1ind
out what happens to Tom.
Barbara and the secret nibe.
that someone had l(mncd a
\'irus in the system and
was hlaming it on the
"llackcrs" (or the computer
geniuses). They decide to
get together and lind the
truth on their own \\ith the
help. of course. of llackcrs
all around the world.
Yes. there is <~little hit
of romance f(lr those who
want to go sec this mo,·ie
with thLit special someone.
It dclinitcly keeps you
interested throughout the
movie. If you consider
yourscl r a computer \\ hiz.
or arc computer literate. I
highly recommend this
mo,·ic. If you don't like
computers and ktww
nothing ahout them still.
you wi II sti II he a mated
,111J fascinated.

.

..

satisl)'ingly prepared and
come in large portions.
The quality is. good. the
atmosphere is
unbelievable. the service is
tremendous. and the food
is incredible. If Authentic
Cuban food is whai you
crave. The Cuban Cafe is
the place. For reservations
please call (407) 750-8860.
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

like every other customer in that theater. I let
the manager know that I was very unhappy with
the entire situation of the theater overs~lling
tickets, having to sit on the floor, bein_g
threatened to be kicked out, then falsely

glad to share this news with 'The Pulse! because
it tells others that people get cheated daily. In a
way, I was cheated very bad and I paid for it. As
a result of this, I do not see myself going to
Mizner theaters to see a movie much, if at all,
for the rest of the year.

<icncrally. ''hen people pay for a
accused. I reminded the manager that all of us
sen ll:e. it is usually understood that thcv arc not
had our ticket stubs which he <;ould check but
Sincerely Mistreated,
sati;.,licd until it has heen received. 1fth~ person
re~t1sed to. I told the manager that I thought he
-Pauline De La Peza
in charge is ;marc that he/she paid for a service
should check to see who did not have ticket
stubs that way he could remove them from the
and is not happy. then commonly speaking, to
theater for movie hopping. Technically, that
that individual is the right thing to do . ·
Tile Pulu staff welcomes Letters to the Editor.
<>n October 23. 1995. 1. along with three
would have been the right thing to do- but, that
Please submit articles double spaced and typed or saved on
other people who ha,·e asked not to be
never happened.
WordPerfect 6.0 on disc and drop off in Tile Pulse
idcntilicd. went to sec the movie "Seven" at
The manager threatened to bring call
Newspaper office on the 2nd Floor of the Lynn Student
Center. Tire Pulse has the right to edit or refuse certain
!\I i1ncr Park in Boca Raton. Once we arrived at
police if the four of us did not leave the theater.
articles.
Mi1.ncr. \\C sa\\ the crowd and chose to make an
As a result, all of us were very upset and
continued to tell the manager that we had paid
attempt to lind out if any tickets were a\'ailahle.
We waiJ..cd up to the window and asked if there
to see the movie and were then rudely kicked
\\ere any remaining tickets and we were told
out. The manager proceeded to kick us out of ·
that there were. When \\Centered the theater we
the theater and offered us free movie passes for
"L"fc surprised that there "ere 110 scats left. This
a later date. We all felt that the free passes were
was something which \\Call found to be very
not sufficient. The point being, we were there to
irritating.. because \\Call had ticket stubs
see a specific movie at a certain time and 1 was
indicating that \\e had the right to a seat. Since
offered ticket from the person that worked at the
all of us really ''anted to sec this movre, we
ticket window.
This is my entire case. Was .it the right
decided to stay and simp!) sit on the floor in the
hack aisle against the wall.
thing for the theater to do by kickrng out the
While sitting pn the floor, t\vo of the
four girls that had paid to see the movie?
girls present hcgan to a:;k questions about the
Personally, I felt myself being treated wrongly,
mm ie. :\It hough the girls \\ere asking
being that I am a paying customer. I also would
questions. the) \\ere not heing loud or bothering
have found it interesting to see if a man of a
different nationality would have complained,
others. There was an individual that decided to
what type of action would have been taken.
he a really large pest. This individual
complained to the manager of the theater that
None of us accepted the free movie passes
four girls were sitting on the floor and
because we were all very upset that we paid to
di~turhing him. This is where it all realt5' came
·~.:a • · a I t · L ir04J,1
ahout. The manager came into the inovie which
individuals could just walk in without showing
were trying to "atch and within the first five
any ticket stub and take the right we had to see
the movie away. But. what I really dislike is the
minutes \\e \\ere asked why \\C were sitting in a
fire hazard zone. 1 \\as acti.1ally wondering this
fact that the entire point is the tickets to the
myself. The manager then asked us to leave the
movie were sold oJ,Jt, which means we were
~nable to see the movie we paid to see and we
theater. I honestly .feel that he wanted us out
because he wanted to make the indlviaual who
now had to see it at the convenience of the
complained happy. This entire issue caused me
theater. I do not find it fair that the four of us,
who are absolute Mizner moyie fanatics. had to
to get a little upset.
I then took it upon myself to ask a great
go through such an uncalled for event. Dear
deal of questions. 1 informed the manager that
Editor- please try to understand how hard it is
the four of us \\ere angry that we ha.d to sit on
for me to say that I can understand why the
• t 11at \\ c pa.·d to sec an d told
manager
. It W1th
. Lasers ... Lynn Students and Administrators relieved ,
ile 11 oor f'nr a mov1c
·
t at
d Mizner treated us so badly because 1 . Domg
t
1
1
hin tl '· t ,, ·e 11a d every ng 11t to sit· 111
· a c 1atr
can
. m
. Q'Zar's Laser Tag in Coconut Gro.
• •
. no . .o not see a great number of my
ear Y semester stress competmg
1 JUSt
1 11
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f i _ r _ • e - - . n d s gomg there much anymore. I am very
1he trip was sponsored by the Student Activities Office as the closing
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THE Crossword

0

6601

64 Make extremely

happy
DOWN

1 For men only
2 Eyelash
3 -facto
4 Hat material
5 oak's summit

1::-+-+--1--

29 -de-sac
30 Record again
Do nothing
Kind of exam
Disapproving cry
Enthusiastic
39 Chosen one

Fi"•~unt

....
62 Sd1ool event
63 Perceivecl

20 Monstrous
22 Detested
23 Not slack

31
36
37
38

27 Native of
calabria: abbr.

59 Departed

rainbow.. ."

24 Shirley or Casey

26~=in

56 Steno's
specialty
58 Stem joints

ACROSS

1 Change gears
6 Phooey!
10 Apiece
14 Diminish
gradually
15 Wading bird
16 Genuine
17 Usher's beat
18 ·-over the

25 Embodiment

~~uses

6 Ott-color
1 Concelftng
8 Duration
9 Compass pt.

10 ·-Frome"
11 Mountain ridge
12 Remedies

1=-+-+-+--+--

42 Cause to think
of

13 Pay attention

19 Unbroken

~Hemand-

21 · -Trne, Next

po~cy
46 Rome's river

45 The best

49 Sprint

12 Tlu? Pulse

Year"

Answers in

Nov.

issue

24 Pitcher
25 God of love

-or

28 "A
Two
Cities"
3291
""''-"'
32 Mild
33 Rara34 Add color to
35 Whirlpool
37 Not very many
40 Thorax
41 Material for

~~grade

r-·e-ve_n_tt_o_s_c_I·-FI_w_eek_.- - - - - - - - - - - - -

ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF:
PLACE YOUR F~E CLASSIFIED AD
IN 'THE PULSE' STUDENT NEWSPAPER
Please limit your ad to thirty words or less below:

paving

42 Mr. Perot
43 Malee better
45 Calcify

46 Western lake
47 Manacles
48 Aat cap
49 Not very bright
50 Mil. rank
51 HHI's opposite
52
53 Road charge

Notion
M~~
55
ttal;.,.. family
57
-·
·-a jolly
good•• ."

Catagory _ _ _ __ Issue (Month)
-----Name

Schooi~P~h~o~n~e~#~-----------------------

Piease return this form to The Pulse Newspaper
office on the 2nd Floor of the Student Center

